When describing images with natural language, the descriptions can be made more informative if tuned using downstream tasks. This is often achieved by training two networks: a "speaker network" that generates sentences given an image, and a "listener network" that uses them to perform a task. Unfortunately, training multiple networks jointly to communicate to achieve a joint task, faces two major challenges. First, the descriptions generated by a speaker network are discrete and stochastic, making optimization very hard and inefficient. Second, joint training usually causes the vocabulary used during communication to drift and diverge from natural language. We describe an approach that addresses both challenges. We first develop a new effective optimization based on partial-sampling from a multinomial distribution combined with straight-through gradient updates, which we name PSST for Partial-Sampling Straight-Through. Second, we show that the generated descriptions can be kept close to natural by constraining them to be similar to human descriptions. Together, this approach creates descriptions that are both more discriminative and more natural than previous approaches. Evaluations on the standard COCO benchmark show that PSST Multinomial dramatically improve the recall@10 from 60% to 86% maintaining comparable language naturalness, and human evaluations show that it also increases naturalness while keeping the discriminative power of generated captions.
Introduction
Describing images with natural language is a key step for developing automated systems that communicate with people. The complementary part of this human-machine communication involves networks that can understand natural descriptions of images. Both of these tasks have been studied intensively, but mostly as two separate problems, image captioning and image retrieval. It is therefore natural to "close the loop" and seek to jointly train networks that can cooperatively communicate about visual content in natural language.
Training multiple networks to communicate has been studied recently in the context of visual dialogues Das et al. (2017b,a) . There, a series of sentences is passed back-and-forth between learning agents. Here we take a step back and focus on a single transmission between a "speaker network" and a "listener network", We seek to develop the building blocks of trainable communication by training both speaker and listener to communicate effectively with natural language.
Discriminative captioning
In our setup of discriminative captioning, two networks cooperate to communicate the content of a given image (Fig. 1 ). The first, speaker, network is given an image and produces a series of discrete tokens that describe the image in natural language. Each token is represented by a 1-hot vector from a predefined vocabulary. The second, listener, network takes this series of tokens and uses it to find the input image among a set of distractor images. The two networks share a common goal: communicate such that the listener identifies the image that the speaker described.
In this setup, the speaker network is trained to focus on the unique features of an image that would allow the listener to detect it among distractors. However, the specific distractor images are not available to the speaker as an explicit context, a setup that was studied in (Vedantam et al., 2017; Jhamtani & Berg-Kirkpatrick, 2018) . Importantly, both networks share a common objective, and their interaction defines a cooperative game. This is fundamentally different from adversarial approaches GANs (Dai et al., 2017 ).
We address this task by training the speaker network jointly with the listener network. When considering the objective function of this joint optimization, it must contain two complementing components. First, as a discriminability loss the objective contains the loss suffered by the listener when detecting the target image among distractors. Since natural language is far from optimal for this task, the networks can find other communication schemes that drift away from natural language. To keep the communication interpretable to people, we add a second component to the objective, a naturalness loss, aimed to keep sentences natural (similar to Luo et al. (2018a) ). To this end, we add to the loss a measure of similarity between the generated caption and human-created captions for that image. Specifically, we experimented below with CIDEr as a similarity measure. The overall objective is a weighted combination of the naturalness loss and the discriminability loss weighted by a trade-off parameter λ.
It is important to realize that when training networks, the two components of the objective compete with each other. One reason is that automatic measures of naturalness quantify how well a caption matches a pre-defined set of humangenerated captions, that were not created for a discriminative task. The challenge of training two agents to communicate about an image. Top row: When a speaker network is trained jointly with a listener network, the communication drifts away from natural language, if unconstrained. The resulting language no longer maps to standard English terms. Middle row: If the agents are trained separately, descriptions become less specific, because agents cannot count on the other side to "understand" them. Bottom row: Training both networks jointly while restricting communication to be close to natural language can yield descriptions that are more discriminative while maintaining intelligibility.
Related work
Image captioning has been studied intensively since encoder-decoder models were introduced (Xu et al., 2015) . Large efforts have been invested in making captions more natural and diverse. For example, Dai et al. (2017) used conditional GANs to train a caption generator to improve fidelity, naturalness, and diversity. Using GANs allows avoiding the hard challenge of defining explicit language naturalness loss. Instead, the discriminator can receive fake or incorrect captions or images as negatives. Chen et al. (2019) used a conditional GAN with two discriminators, a CNN and an RNN. Dai et al. (2018) further used a hierarchical compositional model over captions to increase diversity and naturalness. More related to the optimization techniques discussed in this paper, Shetty et al. (2017) trained an adversarial network using a straight-through Gumbel approach. As we discuss below, training cooperative agents allows using more effective optimization techniques compared to training GANs, because the generator is allowed to provide any useful information to the (cooperative) discriminator. Specifically, during training, the speaker can represent generated captions differently than human captions.
Beyond the naturalness of communication, several studies looked into the problem of generating captions that allow discriminating an image from other similar images. Vedantam et al. (2017) showed how captions can take into account a distractor image at inference time and create a caption that discriminates a target image from a distractor image. A similar approach was taken earlier by Andreas & Klein (2016) . Hu et al. (2019) recently described a dataset that contains pairs of closely similar images, that can be used as hard-negatives for evaluating image retrieval tasks.
Most relevant to the current paper is the work of Luo et al. (2018a) . They showed how to use a pre-trained listener network for increasing caption discriminate power. However, to avoid language drift, they kept the listener network fixed, rather than training jointly with the speaker network.
Several authors studied the properties of languages that are learned when agents communicate in visual tasks, Kottur et al. (2017) ; Bouchacourt & Baroni (2018) ; Lee et al. (2018) ; Lazaridou et al. (2016) . The current paper purposefully focuses on keeping the language close to natural, rather than study properties or emergent language. 
Flow of gradients
Green modules are trained. Black modules are fixed Figure 2 : The architecture of our system. The speaker network and the listener networks are trained jointly, by passing gradients through the text layer. The loss contains two components, that are linearly weighted with a hyper parameter tuned on the validation set. Naturalness loss: A measure of agreement between a generated caption and a set of predefined, ground-truth captions for that image. Those captions need not be discriminative. The experiments below used CIDEr. Discriminative loss: Measures how well a listener can identify the image among a set of 127 randomly-chosen distractor images.
Optimizing discrete stochastic layers
Joint training of two networks communicating through a language layer is equivalent to training a network that has an intermediate layer that is discrete and stochastic. We describe below the main existing methods for this problem, but first define formally the learning setup.
In our model (Fig. 2) , caption generation is treated as a stochastic process. At each step, t = 0, . . . , T the caption generator (the speaker) outputs a distribution over a vocabulary of words p φ (w t |I, w 0 , ..., w t−1 ). This distribution depends on the input image I and the previous terms in the sentence and is parametrized by the deterministic parameters φ. We therefore treat the output of the speaker network s φ (I) as a random sequence W with a distribution p φ (w) over all word sequences w. From that distribution, one specific sequence is sampled and passed to the listener. Given this sampled word sequence w = w 0 , . . . , w T , the listener network, parametrized by θ, makes a predictionŷ = f θ (w) = f θ (s φ (I)), and suffers a loss l(y,ŷ; θ). Our goal is to propagate the gradient of that loss, first to update the parameters of the listener θ and then through the stochastic layer to update the parameters of the speaker φ.
Propagating the losses to the parameters of the listener poses no special problems to the computation graph since the function f θ implemented by the listener network is deterministic and differentiable (almost everywhere). This is also true for propagating the gradients back through the sequence of terms in a sentence, which can be done using standard "back-propagation through time".
However, tuning the parameters of the speaker network poses two problems: Terms are discrete -hence nondifferentiable, and their selection is stochastic -again non-differentiable. Computation in stochastic neural networks can be formalized using stochastic-computation graphs (SCGs) (Schulman et al., 2015) . In our case, we view the computation graph as including a single stochastic computing node, corresponding to the random sequence W . We think about the listener network as providing the speaker with a loss l θ (w) for every sentence w, and our goal is to minimize the expected loss min
The gradient of this objective w.r.t. φ, the parameters of the speaker, is
Since it does not have a form of an expectation, it cannot be directly estimated efficiently by sampling.
Several solutions were proposed for this problem, including a score-based function approach (Williams, 1992) , and a Gumbel soft-max approach Jang et al., 2017) . For completeness, we first describe these approaches shortly and then discuss in detail a new and simple partial-sampling approach from a multinomial distribution, combined with straight-through gradient updates.
Score-function estimators
The REINFORCE algorithm (Williams, 1992) , also known as score-function estimator (Fu, 2006; Glynn, 1990 ) is usually described in the context of reinforcement learning. There, an agent aims to maximize its reward by choosing the best action for a given state according to a policy. In our context of discriminative image captioning, the state is determined by the input image and the preceding words, the set of possible actions are the set of words that can be emitted as the chosen word, and the reward is (minus) the loss imposed by the listener.
Using the identity
, the gradient w.r.t. φ in Eq. 2 can be rewritten as 
. This formulation allows us to estimate the expectation by sampling and computing the empirical mean over samples.
Unfortunately, while this estimator of the gradient is unbiased, it is known to have large variance, which leads to slow convergence. Several techniques have been proposed for reducing the variance, while maintaining an unbiased estimator (Gu et al., 2016; Tucker et al., 2017; Grathwohl et al., 2017; Mnih & Rezende, 2016) . Unfortunately, these techniques tend to be complex to implement and analyze, hence their adoption is still limited.
Straight-through Gumbel Softmax
A second approach to optimize the stochastic discrete layer is using Straight-through Gumbel Softmax (Jang et al., 2017; Maddison et al., 2017) . It combines three steps which we review shortly. First, to handle stochasticity, the computation graph is reparameterized, allowing to propagate gradients through deterministic paths only. Second, the Gumbel max process is used for sampling from a pre-determined distribution and the Gumbel distribution is relaxed using a Gumbel softmax. Finally, a "straight-through" trick is used to propagate gradients back. We now explain these three components in more details.
Reparametrizing the stochastic computation graph. The reparametrization trick, (Kingma & Welling, 2013; Rezende et al., 2014) , is based on restructuring the computation graph such that the stochastic node is moved to a side branch of the graph that is outside the gradient-propagation path. Gradients can then be propagated through the main path that is deterministic. Reparametrization allows to sample from a known fixed distribution q(z), and then use a deterministic function g φ (z) to transfer the sampling to specific distribution p φ (w). Following Maddison et al. (2017) we write
As can be seen above, f θ (w) does not have to be differentiable w.r.t. φ.
Gumbel Max. Given the above reparameterization, we can sample from a given discrete distribution as follows (Gumbel, 1954) . First, sample from a uniform distribution u ∼ U (0, 1) and compute g = − log(− log(u)). To sample from a desired categorical distribution p i , use z = one hot(arg max i [g i + log p i ]). (Jang et al., 2017) . To allow propagating gradients, relax the max using a soft-max, yielding the continuous Gumbel Softmax distribution (Jang et al., 2017) . The Gumbel softmax distribution approximates a categorical distribution
The parameter τ controls the softmax temperature.: As it approaches to 0, sample become closer to one-hot vectors, but the variance of the gradients is large. when τ is large, the variance is small but samples are smoother and as a result also away from the original categorical distribution.
Straight-through estimators. Sampling with Gumbel softmax produces "soft" outputs, rather than one-hot. To generate specific sentences, we are forced to commit to a specific instance of that distribution, namely, to select the most likely symbol based on the stochastic distribution by taking the argmax of the distribution. Unfortunately, this argmax operation is not differentiable. To address this, the Straight-through Gumbel Softmax (Jang et al., 2017) sets the forward pass to pass the argmax over the Gumbel-Softmax distribution, while in the backward pass, gradients are computed as if the full continuous distribution was passed. This estimator is related to the binary straight-through approach described in Bengio et al. (2013) . It is usually biased because there is a mismatch between how parameters are updated during the backward pass and the actual activation in the forward pass.
Partially-sampled Straight through
The Gumbel softmax approach described above succeeds to bypass the issue of optimization with stochastic units. However, for applications like captioning where a discrete output is required, it resorts to using a straight-through approach.
This approach has several disadvantages. First, the forward pass is stochastic, adding inherent variance to the optimization process, and conveying less information per sample than passing the full continuous distribution. Indeed, presenting the same input to the network leads to different estimates of the gradients. Second, the straight-through estimator is also biased, because the estimates of the gradients are computed as if the full distribution was passed. It would have been preferable to pass the full distribution without sampling. Unfortunately, at test time we must produce discrete word selections to generate specific sentences.
We propose a simple-to-implement procedure we call partial-sampling straight-through (PSST). During training, we pass the full continuous distribution for a fraction ρ of the samples. In other words, for ρ of the samples, the stochastic and discrete units are practically replaced by a deterministic and differentiable variable. The remaining 1 − ρ of the samples can be optimized either by passing a sampled one-hot from the multinomial distribution, which we call PSST Multinomial or using Gumbel Softmax, which we call PSST Gumbel softmax.
In the extreme case of ρ = 0, the speaker always operates as a sampler. The PSST Multinomial optimization can be viewed as a multinomial version of the binary straight-through estimator of Bengio et al. (2013) . In the other extreme case of ρ = 1, the speaker operates as a deterministic mapper and outputs a set of dense multinomial distributions.
This approach has several advantages. First, for ρ of the samples, the estimator of the gradient is exact, because computation is deterministic, therefore reducing the overall bias and variance of gradient estimation, by a factor of ρ. At the same time, for 1 − ρ of training images, the downstream listener network does experience stochastic variations, sparse sentences are represented as 1-hot vectors, and it learns to classify them correctly. This allows it to correctly handle one-hot samples that are observed during the test phase. We find empirically that this approach is highly effective and robust with respect to the value of ρ.
Partial sampling takes advantage of the cooperative nature of the speaker-listener relations. Unlike GAN training (e.g. Dai et al., 2017) , where the generator works hard not to reveal any information that may give away its generated captions, the speaker in cooperative games has an explicit aim to convey as much information as possible to the listener. Specifically, during training, it is allowed to represent generated captions as continuous distributions, which look very different than human-created captions, and would be easily discriminated by GANs. More generally, the fundamental differences in the "game matrix" of communicating agents, cooperative vs competitive, are important to consider when developing joint optimization schemes.
Our Approach
We summarize our approach to discriminative captioning. We train jointly a speaker and listener networks, aiming to minimize a loss that has two components: A discriminative loss l disc , and a naturalness loss l nat .
where φ are the parameters of the speaker network and θ are the parameters of the listener network. For the naturalness loss, we use CIDEr (Vedantam et al., 2015) , l nat (w) = −CIDEr(w). For the discriminative loss l disc we use the sum of two hinge losses: one for selecting the correct image among a batch of distractor images, and a second for selecting the correct caption among a batch distractor captions as in (Faghri et al., 2017) :
where w is the hardest negative caption among candidate captions, I is the hardest negative image, and Φ is the cosine similarity over the embedding of the image and captions. Instead of fixing a single value of λ, we compute the full curve that captures the trade-off between discriminative and natural descriptions, obtained by optimizing the model with varying values of λ.
To optimize l disc (w), we applied the PSST Multinomial procedure as described Sec. 5. To optimize l nat (w) we cannot use PSST Multinomial because l nat (w) requires sparse descriptors as input. Instead, we elected to optimize l nat (w) with REINFORCE because preliminary experiments showed that its performance was comparable to the other approaches discussed above (see Fig. 3 ).
Experiments
We evaluate our approach two image captioning benchmark datasets: COCO (Lin et al., 2014) , and Flickr30k (Young et al., 2014) .
The COCO dataset has ∼123K images, where each image is annotated with 5 human-generated captions. For a fair comparison with previous work, we used the same data split as in (Vedantam et al., 2017; Luo et al., 2018a) , assigning ∼113K , 5K and 5K images for training, validation and test splits. We used the vocabulary of 9487 words as in Luo et al. (2018a) .
The Flickr30K dataset has ∼31K images, annotated with 5 human-generated captions for a total of ∼159,000 captions. We used the split as in Karpathy & Fei-Fei (2015) assigning 29K, ∼1K and 1K images for train, validation and test splits. The vocabulary contains words that appeared more than 5 times in the annotated captions, yielding a vocabulary of 7K words. Captions that were longer than 16 words were clipped to this length.
Experimental setup and hyper parameters
On COCO, to allow easy comparison with the most relevant baselines, we followed the setup proposed by Luo et al. (2018a) whenever possible (code provided by the authors of (Luo et al., 2018b) ). On Flickr30K, to pre-train the listener with tested the following hyper parameters batch size in ({64, 128}), learning rate in ({1e-3, 5e-4, 1e-4}), and decay rate every 15 or 30 epochs. We found that the parameters yielded best recall scores were learning-rate of 5e − 4, learning-rate decay every 15 epochs and batch size of 64. We pre-trained the listener for 30 epochs.
For pre-training the speaker with MLE, we tested the following hyper-parameters. batch sizes in ({64, 128}), learning rate in ({1e-3, 5e-4, 1e-4}), and decay rate every 15 or 30 epochs. The parameters that yielded best CIDEr score were learning-rate of 1e − 4, learning-rate decay every 30 epochs and batch size of 64. We pre-trained the speaker for 100 epochs.
For the ST Multinomial method, We tested learning rate in ({1e-3, 5e-4, 1e-4}) and decay rate in ({0.75, 0.8, 0.85, 0.9, 0.95, 0.99}). A learning-rate of 1e-4 and learning-rate decay rate of 0.9 worked best.
For PSST Multinomial, we tested learning rates in ({5e-4 and 1e-4}) and learning-rate decay rate of ({0.7, 0.8, 0.9}). As with ST Multinomial, the best parameters were learning-rate of 1e-4 and a decay rate of 0.9. For all methods we trained models for 200 epochs.
Automatic evaluation metrics
Naturalness. At test time, the naturalness of generated captions was quantified by the common linguistic metrics: CIDEr (Vedantam et al., 2015) , BLEU4 (Papineni et al., 2002) , METEOR (Banerjee & Lavie, 2005) , ROUGH (Lin, 2004) and SPICE (Anderson et al., 2016) .
Discriminability of generated captions was quantified by the performance of the listener network. Specifically, at test time, given an input image, the listener receives four inputs: the caption generated by the speaker, the input image, 4999 distractor captions, and 4999 distractor images. The listener ranks all images based on their compatibility with the caption (measured using the cosine similarity between the image representation and the caption). Based on this ranking, we compute the recall@k, the average detection rate at the top K. Namely, an image is considered detected if the score of the input image is ranked within the top-K scores. We report below recall@1, @5 and @10..
Balancing discriminability with naturalness. During training, We control the trade-off of caption discriminability vs naturalness by testing multiple values of the trade-off parameter λ of Eq. 3. We tested λ values {0.01, 0.005, 0.0025, 0.0016, 0.001, 0.0005}. These values are small because the two components of the loss in Eq. 3 have different scales. We report results for all values of λ.
Human-based evaluation metrics
Since the above automated metrics are limited and often fail to capture naturalness (Anderson et al., 2016) , we used human judgment to evaluate the quality of the generated captions. We evaluated both discriminability and naturalness, so we have introduced two types of tasks: seeking the best image for a caption and seeking the best caption for an image. In both cases, we used an evaluation dataset published by Luo et al. (2018a) , and a protocol similar to Vedantam et al. (2017) . The details of the protocol and rater instructions are given in the appendix, and shortly described in Tables  4 and 5 .
Compared methods
This paper focuses on better joint optimization of the speaker and listener. We therefore adhered to the same network architecture as previous approaches (Luo et al., 2018a) , to keep comparisons meaningful. We compared the following six approaches.
1. PSST MULTINOMIAL: Partial-Sampling Multinomial Straight Through. The method described in section 5.
ST MULTINOMIAL STRAIGHT-THROUGH MULTINOMIAL. As in PSST Multinomial, but always sample
from the distribution during the forward pass. This is identical to using ρ = 0. This approach was mentioned in passing in Section 2.2 of Jang et al. (2017).
3. LUO et al.2018 . The method of Luo et al. (2018a) . The speaker network was trained while using a "frozen" pre-trained listener network. The parameters of the speaker were trained using REINFORCE. Williams (1992) . The speaker and listener networks were trained alternately, where at each step one network is frozen and the other is being updated. We early-stop based on the validation-set recall. To reduce the variance of the estimator, we used as a baseline the score that the listener assigns to ground-truth captions for each given image.
REINFORCE. Based on
5. STRAIGHT-THROUGH GUMBEL SOFTMAX . The method of Jang et al. (2017) . During back-propagation, gradients flow through the noisy distribution of Gumbel softmax, and during the forward pass, tokens are sampled from that distribution.
6. PSST GUMBEL SOFTMAX. Similar to PSST Multinomial, but applying the partial sampling approach to the Gumbel-softmax distribution.
Several earlier papers evaluated their methods on the same COCO split tested here. Some papers, like Dai et al. (2017) ; Rennie et al. (2017) reported lower CIDEr metrics, likely because they were aiming at diversity or other goals. Other papers did not measure caption discriminability, and reported higher CIDEr score. It is important to stress that in our setup, the naturalness metric and the discriminability metric competing with each other because naturalness is measured in terms of matching a predefined set of captions that were not designed to be discriminative.
Implementation details
For fair comparisons, we followed the experimental procedure of Luo et al. (2018a) whenever possible. When there were differences between the hyper parameters published with the online code (Luo et al., 2018b) , and those in the paper (Luo et al., 2018a) , we adhered to the published code.
Network architectures and Image features
The listener network follows the architecture in Faghri et al. (2017) , and the speaker network is based on Rennie et al. (2017) . More details are provided in appendix A. Two types of features were extracted from images. First, 2048-dim vectors from the last layer of a ResNet-101 (He et al., 2016) were used to train the listener. Second, Spatial features from the output of a Faster R-CNN (Ren et al., 2015) were used to train the speaker.
Human-generated ground-truth captions: We processed the human captions and used the vocabulary of Luo et al. (2018a) . Specifically, the maximum captions length is 16 and vocabulary size is 9487.
Pretraining and Joint training:
We pre-trained the listener and the speaker as in (Luo et al., 2018b) , but used longer training to ensure convergence (listener for 30 epochs, speaker for 200 epochs).
For methods with joint-training, we trained the listener and speaker jointly for another 150 epochs, at which point the recall@10 on the validation has saturated. We then selected the best model as "early stopping" based on the recall@10 on the validation set. All hyper parameters were selected using the validation set. See more implementation details in the appendix. 
Results
We first evaluate the naturalness and discriminability of PSST and the competing methods on the COCO dataset. (Anderson et al., 2016) . For each method, we trained a series of models, each with a different value of the trade-off parameter λ (the weight of l disc in Eq. 3). High values of λ lead to a model that generates more discriminative captions at the expense of low language metrics, while models trained with low λ generate captions with high naturalness scores but lower discriminability. The values of language metrics are provided in Table. 1, for a fixed recall value. PSST Multinomialachieved best scores across all five metrics. Values of Recall for a fixed CIDEr value are reported in Tab. 2. Here as well, PSST Multinomialoutperforms other approaches.
Two effects are notable: joint training, and partial sampling. First, all methods that applied joint training consistently improve over separate training (red curve). Broadly speaking, all three methods, REINFORCE, ST Gumbel softmax and ST Multinomial achieve comparable scores in the relevant region of high naturalness (BLEU4 >0.3 or CIDEr>1.1). Second, PSST Multinomial (blue curve) provides a significant further improvement over all baselines.
Recall@5=80%
CIDEr Table 2 : Recall for a fixed CIDEr, comparing recall for fixed values CIDEr, as extracted from Fig. 3 . The metrics are reported on a high CIDEr operating point, showing the strong effect of joint training and the superiority of our approach. For both PSST methods, ρ = 0.25 was used. Fig. 4 illustrates the effect of ρ, which controls the sampling ratio in PSST, for PSST Multinomial and PSST Gumbel softmax. For a fair comparisons, we fixed the CIDEr score at a given value (the maximal value that overlaps all variants), and report the recall@10 on the interpolated discriminability-naturalness curve of Fig. 3 . For both methods models with ρ = 0 or 1 gave significantly lower results then models with ρ between 0.25 to 0.75. This is consistent with the idea that using ρ < 1 (some sampling) is necessary for exposing the listener to sparse inputs, so it does not suffer a catastrophic domain shift at test time.
Ablation Experiments
To understand the contribution of the different components of our approach, we carried ablation experiments that quantify the benefits of joint-training and partial sampling. Specifically, we evaluated the effect of training only the listener while keeping the speaker model fixed after being pre-trained either using MLE or using the Luo et al. baseline. In both cases below, since the speaker is not trained, in practice we only optimize l disc , without optimizing l Table 3 : Ablation study, comparing recall of "separate training" baselines. Recall metrics are reported at comparable operating points on the discriminative-vs-natural curves. Namely, at points that have the same value of CIDEr=1.13.
Ablation 2: Frozen speaker, MLE. After standard pre-training (speaker 200 epochs, listener 30 epochs), the speaker was kept frozen and the listener was trained on its generated captions (150 epochs, as with all other speakers).
Joint training baseline: Reinforce. Joint training using the REINFORCE algorithm (as in Table 1 ), the method used for training Luo et al. (2018a) . Table 3 compares these methods. The top three rows correspond to three models with a frozen network, and the fourth row correspond to joint training using REINFORCE. Several results worth discussing. First, as before, joint training is better than keeping a frozen speaker. Second, Luo et al. (2018a) trained the speaker with a frozen listener, and Frozen Speaker Luo, improves over that approach by tuning the listener parameters to the Frozen Luo speaker. Third, the Frozen speaker (MLE), which was never adapted based on listener loss, yields the lowest recall results, as expected.
Qualitative results
To get better insight into the captions created by our system, we compare their quality in several ways.
First, we study the effect of the trade-off parameter λ on generated captions, balancing discriminability and naturalness. Fig. 5 illustrates this. All captions were generated using PSST Multinomial (ρ = 0.25) but trained with different values of λ. λ controls the trade-off between discriminative power and naturalness of captions.
We then turned to compare PSST Multinomial to straight-through multinomial, which can be viewed as the extreme variant of PSST Multinomial (always sampling). We compare methods in two ways: once by fixing recall and comparing CIDEr scores, and vice versa. Fig. 6 illustrate the superior performance of models with better recall-cider curves. The left panel, Fig. 6a compare naturalness for similar recall values of different methods. For each method, λ chosen to produce a similar recall@10 rate ≈ 80% (a vertical line in Figure 3 ), yielding mean CIDEr scores of 1.017, 1.209, 1.229 respectively. These examples demonstrate that for this fixed recall, models with higher CIDEr tend to produce more natural captions. To provide "typical" images, we selected images with captions whose CIDEr scores was close to the mean CIDEr of each method, and at the same time where ranked high. Low CIDEr scores are often due to repetitions, and missing nouns.
The right panel Fig. 6b compares discriminability for similar values of CIDEr. For each method, λ chosen to produce CIDEr ≈ 1.2, yielding an average image retrieval rank of 20, 9, 8 respectively. The examples demonstrate that for a fixed CIDEr score, models with better image retrieval rank tend to produce more discriminative captions.
Figure 5: The effect of the trade-off parameter λ on discriminability and naturalness. All captions were created using PSST Multinomial, but with varying values of λ. The top caption (high λ), yields more discriminative captions; lower captions (low λ), leads to more natural sentences. Red text highlight problematic wording; green text highlights correct grammar with additional discriminative information.
Human evaluations
We evaluated the discriminability and the naturalness of various models in a 2-alternative-forced-choice experiment with Amazon Mechanical Turk raters. Table 4 compares models that shared a similar automated naturalness, estimated by selecting models from Fig. 3 with a cider score of ∼1.23. Raters from the Amazon Mechanical Turk system (AMT), were presented with generated caption of the tested model along with a couple of images: the correct image, from which the caption was generated, and a second distractor image, which is similar to the "correct" one (and selected by Luo et al. (2018a) ). Raters were then asked to choose which of the images is best described by the given caption. This task was designed to measure caption discriminative power, regardless of its naturalness, hence we compared models having similar CIDEr but varying recall@10 levels. For each method, we tested the model trained with the smallest λ (most natural descriptions). It suggests that PSST Multinomial allows raters to achieve slightly better accuracy for discriminating an image from a simlar image. Table 4 : Human rater evaluation: Discriminative power of captions. Reported are accuracy of the majority votes among 5 raters over 300 images. Table 5 : Naturalness of captions: Raters were provided with two captions, one from each model, and a single image that the caption describes. They were asked to select the caption that is has proper natural English while also describing the image. Specifically, they were instructed to pay attention to incoherent singular-plural terms, repeating terms and broken sentences. We used ST multinomial as a reference line. All three models were selected to have comparable discriminability, specifically, a recall@10 of ≈ 80% selected from Fig. 3 .
Recall@5=90%
CIDEr BLEU4 METOR ROUGE SPICE Table 6 : Evaluation on Flickr30K. Showed are language quality metrics CIDER, BLUE4, METEOR, ROUGE and SPICE for a fixed value of R@5. As in Table 1 7
.4 Evaluations on Flickr30
We also repeated evaluations on the Flickr30K dataset. This dataset was never used during the development of the method, and evaluations were only computed after all the experiments on COCO were completed. Table. 6 lists the naturalness metrics for a fixed recall (90%) on this dataset. The method of Luo et al. (2018a) did not reach 90% recall. Compared to the other approaches for joint training, PSST achieves small improvement in most of the language metrics.
Conclusion
This paper addresses the problem of building deep models that can communicate with each-other about perceived world using plain language that is interpretable by people. We find that training jointly can improve both the discriminatibility of captions and their naturalness, compared to separate training. Furthermore, we describe a mechanisms to improve over existing techniques for joint training.
We describe an approach aimed to handle two challenges of training a speaker and listener jointly. First, we keep the language natural, by restricting it to be similar to a set of captions that were collected in advance in a nondiscriminative way. We find that this is sufficient for keeping the language natural, but allowing captions to become much more discriminative.
Second, we introduce a variant to optimization through a stochastic layer. Since in our architecture, the speaker and listener cooperate to achieve a shared goal, we find that replacing the sampling procedure for a fraction of the time, and deterministically passing the full distribution provides additional improvement in caption quality. This partial sampling strikes a balance between two effects. First, it passes more information for every sample, reducing the variant of gradient estimate and reaching better minima of the loss. Second, by providing some low level of sampling, it ensures that networks experience some captions during training time that have the same characteristics like the captions observed at test time, and by that avoid a catastrophic domain shift.
This work can be extended in several natural ways. First, by allowing the speaker network and listener network to communicate across several rounds (visual dialogues). Second by extending the discriminability measures to more useful metrics of understanding. Finally, by introducing communication between more agents, in scenarios where multi-agent cooperation can be beneficial.
